Laboratory:
   Introduction

   Topic: Tissues, epithelia
   1. Note pages: 1.3-1.4
   2. Text pages: 118-124

   Begin: Worksheet on epithelia. Will be good practice for epithelial quiz on Monday.

Thursday: 9-20-12 (Don't forget to look at the website for next week's schedule)
   Topic: Connective Tissue
   1. Note pages 1.4-1.7
   2. Text pages 127-132 (through elastic connective tissue), 136 on blood.

   Begin: Connective tissue worksheet. Will be good practice for next week's quiz. Will turn in next Thursday for 5 points.

Next Monday:
   Quiz: Epithelial quiz. Multiple choice worth 6 points.
   1. Study note pages: 1.3-1.4
   2. Study worksheet

   Due: Epithelial worksheet worth 5 points.